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W ith the new season just started we are glad to see
some new faces in the crowd. A big welcome to our new
members. We are trying to encourage our junior
members to enter the monthly jar show. However, since
our meetings tend to run beyond some of our junior
members curfews (they have to get up the next morning
for school, ugg!), a question was asked of the executive
committee - would it be possible to allow our junior
members to enter the jar show without physically being
at the meeting - their parent(s) would bring their entry to
the meetings. The executive discuss this extensively
and a motion by Dorothy Reimer, seconded by Nancy
Drummond - that junior members do not have to be
present to enter their fish or plants in the junior category
of the monthly jar show. The motion was passed
unanimously. Let’s see some more junior entries!
At the September show, it was obvious that our air
system needs to be updated/replaced. We have
sufficient funds in the bank to replace the air system
before the next show. A motion by Nancy Drummond
seconded by Eric Geissinger that the club spend a
maximum of $400 to replace the existing air system.
Nancy Drummond has conducted some extensive leg
work into getting information about the cost of a new
meeting location. Nancy reported that either the cost of
the location was cost-prohibitive or the nights we hold
our meetings the facilities are not available. If you have
any information to share with the executive about a new
meeting location, please let Ron Bishop know.

UPCOMING EVENTS
2007-2008 Show and Auction Dates

LAS Meeting Dates & Monthly Programs

Sept. 15 - Sarnia Aquaria Society Show and Auction
Sept. 15/16 - The Tropical Fish Club of Erie County
Show and Auction
Sept. 30 - London Aquaria Society Show and Auction
Oct. 14 - Hamilton & District Aquarium Society Show
and Auction
Oct. 21 - Kitchener-W aterloo Aquarium Society Show
and Auction
Nov. 10 - Brampton Aquarium Club Auction Only
Mar. 30 - Brant Aquarium Society Auction Only

September 11 - Terry Little - Showing Fish & Judging
October 9
November 13
December 11 - Holiday Celebration Pot Luck
January 8
February 12
March 11
April 8
May 13
June 10 - Election Night

MONTHLY JAR SHOW COMPETITION
September - Fish: Loaches, suckermouth, catfish, Open
October - Fish: Cichlids - substrate spawning (angels, kirbs, rams, etc.), Open
November - Fish: Cyprinids (goldfish, koi, barbs, danios, sharks, etc.), Open
December - No Jar Show due to Holiday Celebration
January - Fish: Guppies (fancy, Trinadadian, etc.), Open
February - Fish: Gouramis, paradise fish, Open
March - Fish: Mollies, platties, Open
April - Fish: Characoids (tetras, hatchetfish, silver dollars etc.) Families, Open
May - Fish: Cichlids - mouthbrooding (guentheri, aulonacara, etc.), Open
June - no jar show due to elections

Plants: Open
Plants: Open
Plants: Open
Plants: Open
Plants: Open
Plants: Open
Plants: Open
Plants: Open

President’s Message
A day of remembrance has past us by and I hope that we all took a couple of
minutes to reflect on how fortunate we really are.
I really enjoyed the feedback about fish breeding with all the membership that
were at the meeting and their different ways of successfully adding to their
hobby. The extra fish breeding will keep Chris busy with the breeders award
program. Did anybody fill out his or her reports?
The Jar Show for November will be Cyprinids (eg. goldfish, barbs, danios, sharks, rasboras, white
clouds etc.) also the open class and don’t forget the plant class. We have had a great turnout for the
jar show for this past month and I hope this continues for the year.
I have heard a lot of good comments from the advertisers that they are seeing LAS membership
cards a lot more this year and that makes them happy to see they are getting support from the
members, so do not be afraid to show that card and also introduce yourself to the shop owners.
A very interesting Executive meeting happened this past month and all the information can be seen in
the meeting report.
Hoping you to had a great Halloween
Steve you can take off your costume now

What could be better?
Ron Bishop
President
London Aquaria Society

Please Support the

Southwestern Pet
Centre
1474 Dundas Street
(In the Eastown Plaza)
London, ON
They support us!!!

THE LONDON AQUARIA SOCIETY
General Meetings are held on the second Tuesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. at
Tanglewood Orchards Co-Op, 24 Spiritwood Court, Unit 77 (off Scenic Drive), London, ON.
The London Aquaria Society is a non-profit organization established in June 1956. Its main objective is to promote interest in breeding and
raising of tropical fish, and also to provide a means through which hobbyists may exchange ideas, gain information, and display their fish,
sharing them in the public in the London area.
EXECUTIVE 2007/2008
Position
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Advertising
Show Chair
B.A.P/H.A.P Chair
Library Chair
Jar Show Chair
Membership Chair
Newsletter Editor
Auction Chair
Webmaster

Name
Ron Bishop
Dorothy Reimer
Eric Geissinger
Sharon MacDonald
Position Open
Terry Little
Chris Henricks
James Kelly
Sarah Lee
Nancy Chipps-Drummond
Sharon MacDonald
Position Open
Eric Geissinger

Phone

Email

519-457-7907
519-438-7682
519-672-9168
519-453-0094

ron.bishop2@sympatico.ca
dmreimer@sympatico.ca
egeissinger@rogers.com
sharon.macdonald@lhsc.on.ca

519-752-8642
519-453-0133
519-681-0717
519-686-3473
519-644-2753
519-453-0094

tlittle28@rogers.com
csnowdogs@rogers.com
no email address
sarahlee@uwo.ca
nchipps-drummond@fanshawec.on.ca
sharon.macdonald@lhsc.on.ca

519-672-9168

egeissinger@rogers.ca

JAR SHOW RESULTS TO DATE
Name
Ron Bishop
Jack Parkinson
Jack Parkinson

Month
September
September
September

Competition
Loaches, suckers, catfish, open
Loaches, suckers, catfish, open
Loaches, suckers, catfish, open

Jason Hodges

October

Cichlids – substrate spawners, Open

Chris Henricks
Jason Hodges
Ron Bishop/

October
October

Annette Turpin
Ron Bishop/
Annette Turpin

Fish Name
Betta (blue and red)
Emperor tetra
Buenos Aires tetra
Buffalohead Steatochromis

Ribbon
Red
Blue
White
Red

Cichlids – substrate spawners
Cichlids – substrate spawners,

casuarius
Gold Angel
Julidochromis reganni

Blue
White

October

Open

Cherry Barb - male

Red

October

Open

Cherry Barb - female

Blue

PLANTS
RESULTS TO DATE

Name
Dorothy Reimer
Dorothy Reimer

Month
September
October

Competition
Open
Open

Plant Name
Cryptocoryne pontederiifolia
Cryptocoryne nevilii

Ribbon
Red
Red

Dominick’s Fish
The things we leave behind when we die
BY R.M. VAUGHAN
photography by Sian Kennedy
[In aquariums, fish] were extricated from their natural habitat, relocated into an artificial one, and subordinated to the
implicit scopophilia of display. This separation of things from their original — or, in some cases, attributed — context
and functions made them into commodities, increasingly susceptible to the projection of cultural desires and anxieties.
— Celeste Olalquiaga, The Artificial Kingdom

On a miserable January day last year, I made a list — garbage bags, laundry detergent, socks (black), goldfish food —
and headed for Wal-Mart. Normally, shopping at Wal-Mart is about as attractive to me as a tailgate party, because I‟m a
snob. But something about the grey sky, the wet cold, and the fact that Wal-Mart had successfully driven all the local
independent pet stores out of business made me crave a colourful, lurid, trashy experience, ideally with plenty of
shrieking children. The Wal-Mart was packed, of course, the children were high on off-gassing plastic, and the
“Seasonal” aisle was loaded with cheap red and pink Valentine‟s crap. Perfect. In the pets section, the tanks were
glittering with hundreds of bright orange, yellow, scarlet, and white goldfish. I watched them swim in circles, bob for
non-existent fish kibble, and bite each other. Entranced by the silky beauty of long, fanned fins, I forgot to buy the
damned food for my own motley school of fat, fading, urine-coloured carp. But when I came back the next day, the
tanks were empty, drained of water and life. I asked a pimply clerk where the fish had gone and she shrugged, then
made a toilet-flushing sound, a flat whoosh. All that beauty, all those tiny, hungry, bug-eyed lives, gone. (Wal-Mart, of
course, denies disposing of unsold fish. While I can‟t be sure that the teenage clerk knew what she was talking about, I
do know the fish had gone somewhere.) I immediately had two thoughts. First, I should call the Animal Liberation Front
or PETA — people who will show up at Wal-Mart in giant goldfish costumes and balaclavas. Second, I must tell my old
pal Dominick, a self described “aquarium nerd” and self taught ichthyologist, because he‟s in the hospital and he‟ll be
so appalled by the story that it will take his mind off his troubles. A week later, I went to Antwerp and London on
assignment. I forgot to call Dominick. When I got back, he was dead. Dominick Eden died in Saint John, New
Brunswick, on February 13, 2006, from lymphoma. He was forty-two years old, a completely original person, and I
loved him like a brother. We met when we were both in our early twenties, while I was attending the University of New
Brunswick in Saint John and sharing classes with his partner, Debbie Murphy. We bonded instantly because I too am an
aquarium nerd. I‟ve kept tanks of fish all my life and know enough about the practice (though hardly as much as
Dominick knew) to keep from killing too many of the little pretties. All fish people understand each other, understand

the attraction of creating a perfect world behind glass. It‟s a melancholy pursuit, as are all things related to the
unknowable quiet of the ocean and a passive pet/owner relationship — something between doll collecting and gardening
in that it involves a love of ornamentation and of cultivation. The stillness cherished by fish keepers is often mistaken
for an adjunct of the nerdish love of solitude, of libraries and quiet study. But it‟s not the same. Fish people are
generally quiet sorts, but we‟re also fierce lovers of beauty, of colour and light and mystery. We‟re like people who
collect glass art or solemn abstract paintings — except our art swims around in obsessive-compulsive circles, sometimes
bites, and requires the occasional water change. Over the years, as Dominick built a small real estate empire in Saint
John by buying and fixing derelict nineteenth-century apartment buildings and Debbie and I pursued our educations, I
became a part of the family. I lived with Deb and Dom on and off, helped take care of their son, Mitchell, and watched
them assemble their lives. Through all the renovation upheavals, moves, business gains and losses, family changes, and
my own departures and returns, one thing remained constant — Dominick‟s fish. He kept hundreds of fish, of all kinds.
He bred them and crossbred them, experimented with habitats and water types, watched them mate and fight and eat
each other. They were more than a distraction; they were a kind of miniaturization of his own expanding, multifaceted
business enterprises. Dominick liked to create networks, chains of interrelatedness in commerce, in social circles, and in
his increasingly exotic collection of fish. The “fish room,” as he nicknamed the den of tanks he kept in the basement of
one of his buildings, was a haven, a place to watch his own busy life replicated in a controlled ecosystem. “At his peak,
Dominick had forty-eight tanks on the go,” Debbie remembers. “Fascination drove everything for Dominick, but the
hobby grew so large for reasons he couldn‟t control — they kept breeding and breeding. But he was happy to be a part
of that life cycle. It wasn‟t an obsession, but he went through obsessive stages.” After Dominick died, the last thing on
Debbie‟s mind was his other family, the one with fins. Not that she didn‟t care, but the fish were always Dom‟s
responsibility, his thing. Plus she had a memorial to organize, all the legal nonsense to plow through, and was sorely in
need of sleep and downtime to process her loss. So the day the East Coast Aquarium Society called from Halifax and
offered to perform a “fish rescue” on Dominick‟s menagerie (Debbie had never heard of the group and wasn‟t aware
that Dominick was known to its members), she “panicked, completely panicked. I thought, „Holy shit!‟ I said, „Listen,
honey, I‟ll call you right back!‟ I put the phone down and ran across the street to the fish room and fed the poor things.
They were frantic, practically jumping out of the water. I‟d forgotten about them for more than a week! I shudder to
think what state those things would be in if ECAS hadn‟t come along.” The rescue of Dominick‟s fish took several
weeks to organize and a paramilitary team of fish enthusiasts to perform. Vans were loaded with insulated coolers (to
keep the fishes‟ water temperature as close to the habitat temperature as possible during transport) and special fishcarrying plastic bags, the thick kind used by pet stores. Fish were divided into sets depending on species, size, and
compatibility. Maps to pre-assigned homes where the fish would be “foster tanked” were handed out to the drivers, and
the tanks were disassembled and cleaned. Within days, Dominick‟s generations of fish were spread across New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia. ECAS president Lisa Borden remembers the morning she arrived at Debbie‟s door. “It was
mid-March, it was freezing outside, and trying to keep the fish at a reasonable temperature was really difficult.
Transferring them from these massive containers to smaller containers and then bringing the temperature back up to
normal was the biggest challenge. I got home at 6 a.m. the next day, after I was sure all of the fish would be okay.” She
continues: “Dominick had so many fish, and so many different kinds, we had to match up the keeper with the fish to
make sure they knew how to keep them alive. There were more than a hundred fish. I wasn‟t fully prepared for how
much work it would be, because Dominick‟s fish were our first rescue.” A few months later, ECAS held an auction of
the fish and aquarium equipment. Many of the foster keepers bought the fish they had already been caring for.
Dominick‟s vast collection of gear was parcelled out to various buyers, and part of the money went back to the
organization to cover the cost of the rescue. Dominick‟s stacks of fish-raising guides, manuals, and arcane fish hobbyist
periodicals (always strewn about his house like old newspapers) form the core of ECAS‟s new lending library.
“Dominick would be so proud,” Debbie says. “He loved the science of fish keeping. I once watched him perform
artificial respiration on a fish. It had flopped out of the tank and he held the stupid bugger in the water and swooshed it
back and forth until the water was forced into its gills, bringing it back to life. Who else would do that? ” In telling
people about ECAS‟s extraordinary rescue, I‟ve learned a lot about the way people think about fish as pets. There are
two reactions: complete admiration for the organization‟s dedication (the minority response) or stunned disbelief that
invariably ends with the ugly question, why didn‟t Debbie just flush them? Apparently, even in a society obsessed with
pets and pet care — to the point where there are now dog and cat spas — most people don‟t consider fish sentient
beings worthy of concern, and certainly not creatures deserving of an expensive, exhaustive volunteer rescue effort.
Borden has heard it all before. “Fish are not considered animals first. They‟re considered a hobby,” she notes. “And so
they don‟t have the same value as mammals. It‟s important that people realize that aquarium animals are animals, and

if they don‟t want to or can‟t keep them anymore, other people will. If you flush a fish or release it into the wild, it‟s a
harsh, cruel way for the fish to die. The fish suffer terribly.” But perhaps the perception of disposability is also part of a
shift in contemporary culture‟s approach to the material realities of death — in particular, how to deal with what the
deceased leave behind. In my own family, what to keep and what to toss before my mother passes — the heirloom
versus Goodwill issue — has become an ongoing discussion. My mother, now eighty and recently widowed, is looking
around her packed house and torturing herself over how much she has amassed, hoarded, and preserved. Her generation
was brought up to believe that throwing things away was wasteful, decadent, even indecent. But contemporary culture
tells her that a cluttered house is a burden, to both oneself and one‟s loved ones. The minimalist message fuels
everything from IKEA storage unit designs to condo sales to reality television and decorating shows. On TLC‟s Clean
Sweep, the perky hosts find a house full of “junk” and clear it out for the hapless homeowner, thus allegedly setting the
lucky guest free of all sorts of emotional baggage as well. These days, we are all supposed to be sleek, tidy, unburdened
by material goods, and ready to drop off the Earth at any moment without worrying that we‟ll leave a trail of unwanted
pinwheel crystal behind. Good luck. And yet, despite the anti-clutter, clean your-closet mantra, mixed messages still
abound when it comes to material acquisition and attachments. We are asked to shop daily, then asked to pay people to
come and empty our houses of all the things we‟ve bought, because we mustn‟t become hoarders. We are told to be
social, to make lasting friends, and to fall in love, all while being flooded with requests to join Facebook and become
“friends” with hundreds of people we are highly unlikely to ever touch, hear, or truly know. No wonder deciding what
to do with one‟s things when the Reaper gives you the hooded nod is so confusing and stress-inducing — everything is
valuable but nothing is worth keeping. “I kept one of Dom‟s tanks, in the basement,” Debbie tells me. “I still forget
about it, like I forgot about Dom‟s fish when he was alive, and so I have one sad bastard fish left in there. One. I am not
a pet person, but I‟m determined to keep at least one tank alive. God help me, I‟m failing miserably, but I‟m trying.” A
mid all the sadness around Dominick‟s death, the care given to his lowly (and certainly unappreciative) fish fills me
with a kind of careful hope. Obviously, not everyone buys into the notion that after we die everything we cared for dies
with us or that we only exist as long as we are an active part of the property/equity nexus, that we are nothing more than
what we hold while we can. I understand now that we are also what we hold dear, that such care resonates, and that the
objects of our attentions and affections, no matter how slimy or scaly, can, and should, outlast us. We are not what we
own; we are what we cherish. “The day the ECAS people came, I bawled my eyes out,” Debbie remembers. “I mean,
these were living things. It sounds weird to say, but they were breathing, in a way, for Dominick, because of him. By the
time Dominick died, most of those fish were fourth-, fifth-, tenth-generation fish from his breeding program. Their
entire cosmos revolved around Dominick. It was a surreal event watching them leave his fish room. I was shocked at
how much I cared, because fish, I have to admit, gross me out.” After orchestrating the rescue of Dominick‟s fish,
Borden, thirty-two and still in university, made thorough post-mortem arrangements for her own watery pets. “Debbie‟s
need to know that Dominick‟s fish were going to good homes had a profound effect on me. I‟ve asked my partner to
think about what will happen to my fish if I can‟t take care of them.” Clean, purge, sell off, or recycle all you want, but
remember that nothing is truly disposable. The concept of disposability is itself false, a convenient conceit. It all ends up
somewhere. Responsible people recognize this and make plans. To truly cherish something is to acknowledge that that
cherished thing has meaning with or without you — even if (or perhaps especially when) this acknowledgement creates
a kind of preservation anxiety for yourself or others. Accepting that objects (or life forms, like fish, so unlike ourselves
that we consider them near-objects) have power is not sentimental — it‟s practical. To pretend otherwise diminishes
everything you’ve lived for.
- Published October 2007
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COME AND SEE WHY
BIG AL’S AQUARIUM SERVICES W AREHOUSE OUTLETS
IS CANADA’S LEADING RETAILER FOR THE TROPICAL FISH
HOBBYIST

 10,000 GALLONS OF FRESH AND SALTWATER TROPICAL FISH
 EXOTIC GOLDFISH & FEEDER FISH
 SUPER IMPORT SELECTIONS FROM AROUND THE WORLD AND FROM







OUR EXCLUSIVE FLORIDA FISH FARMS
SUPERB AQUATIC PLANTS IMPORTED FROM AROUND THE WORLD
HUGH SELECTION OF AQUARIUM AND POND SUPPLIES
AQUARIUMS FROM 2 TO 275 GALLONS
BIG AL’S QUALITY LINE OF AQUARIUM PRODUCTS, FISH FOODS AND
W OODEN STANDS
EXPERT STAFF TO HELP YOU W ITH ALL OF YOUR AQUARIUM NEEDS
BEST PRICES IN TOW N GUARANTEED

LONDON AQUARIA SOCIETY
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
NEW AND RENEWAL MEMBERSHIPS

New

Renewal

Junior
$15.00/yr.

Regular
$20.00/yr.

Family
$25.00/yr.

Name: ___________________________________________________________________________
Address:
City: _______________________

Prov.:/ _________________________ P.C.:/ ___________
State
Zip Code
Phone (Home): _____________________
Email Address: _________________________________
Check here if you will allow the information given above to be published in a London Aquaria Society Membership
Roster

Aquatic Interests:
Fresh Water Species
Number of Tanks ____
General Fish Keeping
Propagating Plants
Shows & Competitions
Live Food

Brackish Water Species
Marine Species
Number of Tanks ____
Number of Tanks ____
Breeding Fish
Species Preservation
Aquatic Life (other than fish and plants)
Tank Beautiful Competitions
Collecting
Research

Other _______________________________________________________________________
Areas of Specialization
Non-Aquatic Interests:
Photography
Writing
Journalism
Arts & Crafts

Computers
Video Recording
Drawing
Public Speaking

Cooking
Design & Layout
Painting
Woodworking

Other: _________________________________________________________________

LONDON AQUARIA SOCIETY
Please list all household members to be included in this L.A.S. membership.
Name:
Occupation:
Name:
Occupation:
Name:
Occupation:
Name:
Occupation:

How did you learn of the London Aquaria Society?
(Please check all appropriate sources and list names)
Member:

Magazine Ad: _______________________________

Newspaper Ad:

Radio Ad: __________________________________

Pet Shop:

L.A.S. Event: _______________________________

Other:

What do you expect to obtain from your L.A.S. Membership?
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

To return this form or obtain additional information, please contact:
London Aquaria Society
P.O. Box 45010, RPO Fairmont
London, ON
N5W 1A3
For Official Use Only:
Life Membership
Paid - Cash

Membership Expires: December 31st of each year
Paid - Cheque

Amount Paid: $ _____________

London Aquaria Society
P.O. Box 45010
RPO Fairmont
London, ON
N5W 1A3

